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ABOUT US
The Players’ Tribune is a multimedia platform dedicated to bringing the player experience to 
the fans in a brand-new way. We launched on October 1st, 2014, the proud brainchild of 
Yankee great and future Hall of Fame shortstop Derek Jeter. Derek’s passion for the game, 
and for the athlete experience at large, drove him to create a medium for players to connect 
with fans beyond the scope of traditional sports media. We don’t compete with reporters, 
boxscores and highlight reels, we complement them. From first person written features to 
player polls, videos, podcasts, photo galleries and more, the Players’ Tribune aims to be the 
voice of the game.
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OUR MISSION
To publish first-person stories directly from athletes and provide unique insight into the 
daily sports conversation. 

OUR VISION
To transform how athletes and newsmakers share information, bringing fans closer than 
ever to the games they love.
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AUDIENCE
Our readers live and breathe sports. They’re passionate, savvy fans who want the inside 
scoop on the lives and opinions of professional athletes. Our readers are typically 
between 18 and 45, and mostly male, though we recognize a growing contingent of 
female sportsfans. Though some of our readers are university-educated, we strive to be 
accessible to all: we tell our stories simply, and from the heart. For now, we’re an English-
only publication aimed primarily at a North American market, but who knows what the 
future might hold.
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CHANNELS - WEB, PRINT & SOCIAL MEDIA
The Players’ Tribune began as an online magazine, but has since expanded rapidly to 
include a print edition and various social media channels, including:

• Facebook
• Twitter
• Instagram
• YouTube

This guide teaches our standards for communication across all channels. For more 
information, see Brand Voice & Tone, 8.
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COLOURS

If it isn’t already obvious, our colour scheme is simple: black, white and grey. We’re 
taking the ethos of a traditional newspaper and making it something new. 

WHITE
Hex: #FFFFFF
RGB: (255,255,255)
CMYK: (0,0,0,0)
Our primary logo and headline colour. Also 
used for our website menu and social 
media buttons. 

CHARCOAL
Hex: #404040
RGB: (64,64,64)
CMYK: (0,0,0,75)
A secondary colour used primarily in 
banners. 

GREY
Hex: #808080
RGB: (128,128,128)
CMYK: (0,0,0,50)
A secondary colour for use in 
subheadings.

BLACK
Hex: #000000
RGB: (0,0,0)
CMYK: (0,0,0,100)
Our primary text colour and the main 
colour in our alternate logo. Also used for 
our social media icon, the Apostrophe. 5



LOGOS & ICONS

Our primary logo. To be used in all 
official communications including print, 
web and email. 

Our alternate logo. To be used against 
lighter backgrounds.

This is the Apostrophe. It’s the icon 
we’ve chosen to represent our brand 
across all social media channels. The 
Apostrophe represents belonging. The 
Players’ Tribune truly belongs to the 
players, and we see the Apostrophe as 
the embodiment of this tenet.
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TYPEFACES

The Players’ Tribune uses three main font families:

GRAPHIK is a sans serif font family. Our logos use the variant Graphik Superitalic Web.

ICOMOON, another sans serif font, is slightly skinnier than Graphik. We use Icomoon 
for our website menus.

PUBLICO is a serif font family and the most prevalent font on our website. We use 
Publico Headline Roman Web for our article headlines and Publico Text Roman Web for 
all article text.
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BRAND VOICE & TONE
STORIES

At the Players’ Tribune, our voice is your voice, 
the voice of the athletes. We exist to tell your 
story. Be raw, be authentic, and above all, be 
yourself. The fans want to know that you’re 
human, just like them. Don’t be afraid to bring 
the conversation beyond the realm of sports. 
You’re more than just an athlete.

SOCIAL MEDIA

Our social media channels connect our fans 
with the stories they love. When writing social 
media copy for the Players’ Tribune, remember 
that your voice is secondary to the athlete’s. 
Highlight what they’re saying and doing, keep 
a neutral tone, and let the content do the 
talking.
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STYLE RULES
A few style rules for our editors and web writers:

• All official communications begin with our primary logo, left-aligned in the top left 
corner.

• All dates, contributor names and titles (e.g. founding publisher, contributing editor, 
etc.) are written in title case.

• All headlines are written in sentence case and centre-aligned.
• All articles begin with a high-resolution banner photograph.
• Above all, edit, don’t write. The athlete’s voice is his or her own, and should never be 

compromised. Polish, don’t paraphrase.


